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JUTTA FÜRST

101 DECISIONS
Decision making
At some moment in the last council meeting
we were talking about if we should give a certain
question to the General Assembly. We decided
not to bother the representatives of our members
with it because we considered the issue not to
be important enough.
It brought me back to thoughts I had some
time ago when people were talking in Austria
about having maybe a referendum or not. In
these situations I always get the feeling politi‐
cians don’t want to know what people think but
use it as an instrument of power. Some groups
like a state with a government or an organisation
with statutes have already at least some
regulations for it.
Informal groups like psychodrama groups
have not even that. When should a group
director give a decision back to the group?
Talking with some colleagues I found out that
there are differences among psychodrama direc‐
tors regarding their way to integrate the group in
decisions. When we as psychodramatists are
working with a group we have to decide in
nearly every moment. Not all decisions are
consciously made.
We decide how to start. We choose the warm
up and put certain questions caused by our ref‐
lections. Some of us gather the opinions of the
group members by asking them directly, others
try to imbibe the feelings of the participants and
make a summary of it. Some don’t ask and don’t
take the group situation into consideration at all.
They decide with the deepest conviction that
they know what the best for the group is.

When do we choose
the role of the “dictator”
(etym. = the one who
says) and when do we use
democracy or consensus
decisions?
Not much has been
written about that.
This question is not
only relevant for psycho‐
therapeutic groups it
seems to be important for
other groups as well.
One argument is certainly the importance of the
issue. Does the decision affect the group and its
development intensely? If we decide to start the
group with a certain warm up it affects the
group development strongly but mostly we don’t
ask which warm up we should choose. So it
seems that the importance of the question is not
always a criterion for giving the decision to the
group.
As psychodramatist we are used to make a
virtual role reversal with the group members.
Sometimes we know that half of the group will
choose one possibility and the others will be
against it. Then the group needs usually to work
on the conflict itself. The intervention to let the
group decide makes the conflict obvious. Not
asking a group would keep the conflict under the
surface at least for a while. More probably it will
come visible during the play.
Moreno said (1959, p 59), that the client
expects that the doctor is behaving and appearing
according to the role the client needs. The
psychodrama director should be a “sort of super‐
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auxiliary ego” (1977) as he mentioned in his
book later.
After giving the decision to the group it is
necessary to provide the frame and structure for
solving or managing the upcoming conflict.
People need a group leader who offers the right
conditions to solve the conflict.
It is not a question of power and not a
question of democracy. It is the task of a good

group director to be a good auxiliary for the
group and its members. Taking this role will lead
him or her to act in a responsible and helpful
way.
Ref: Moreno J.L. (1959)
Gruppenpsychotherapie und Psychodrama.
Thieme Stuttgart, New York
Moreno J.L. (1977)
Psychodrama, Beacon House, New York.

CELIA SCANLAN

TO STAND OR NOT TO STAND, THAT IS THE QUESTION
There are 10 council members. Every two years the FEPTO Council stand down, although each
member is free to stand again and indeed usually at least half of the members are re‐elected. This is
good in that they carry into the next period their knowledge of projects in progress and many details
which require attention in order that we continue to flourish as a Federation. Since the constitution of
FEPTO was made under Belgian law we are required to have at least one Belgian on the Council.
However this leaves space for new members to join the council. New members bring fresh energy,
ideas and expectations.
This year in Belgrade is election year. Have you thought of standing?
Perhaps you have hesitated because you are unsure of the expectations and commitment
demanded of you.
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This document outlines these expectations.
1. That you are prepared to work for the Council and therefore your Federation for at least 2 years.
2. Working for the council means having a clear intention to be present for at least the
subsequent two annual meetings and allowing 2/3 days immediately prior to the annual
meeting for a council meeting. This usually happens April each year.
3. In addition to the council meeting each April there is a weekend meeting held the first
weekend of November each year.
4. You will be expected to hold a role within the council, sometime a second role. The roles are;
Chair, Vice Chair, Secretary and Treasurer. These roles constitute the Executive. The remaining
roles to be fulfilled are; Chairs of; Membership, Ethics, Annual Meeting, European Affairs,
Research, Training, Networking, Newsletter and Webmaster.
5. Depending on the committee you Chair you will have some tasks to attend to during the year.
These most often can be achieved by email or Skype.
6. What can you expect in return?
7. A sense that you are contributing to psychodrama in Europe.
8. A sense of belonging to a dedicated group and the opportunity to share cross culturally.
9. You will be reimbursed travel expenses to council meetings excepting those before AM, in
which case it is expected your association will cover travel expenses.
10. You will be well fed at council meetings.
11. Hours spent at council meetings are an enjoyable way to amass CPD.
If having read this you are interested, but not quite ready to stand next time around, it could be
useful to join the committee that most interests you. There you can find out more from the Chair
about the level of work involved on the council.

INVITATION FOR 2011 FEPTO ANNUAL MEETING
The Israeli Association of Psychodrama is honoured to invite the FEPTO 2011 Annual Meeting that will
take place in Jerusalem, Israel on May 2011. The Israeli Association incorporates the four institutes
of psychodrama in Israel: Isis, Lesley College, Kivunim, and Seminar Hakibbutzim.
Right after the 4 day FEPTO Annual Meeting you are welcome to join us for 2 more days at the
FEPTO conference that we are organizing.
Accommodation and activities will take place at Rabin Guest House – Jerusalem.
We propose as a topic for the FEPTO AM: Psychodrama as a cross cultural practice
We will be happy to do all we can to make your trip in the Holy Land enjoyable.
With best regards,
On behalf of the Israeli Association of Psychodrama
And Local Organization Committee
Rosa Shemesh
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ZORAN ĐURIĆ

PRESENTATION OF BELGRADE PSYCHODRAMA CENTER
Belgrade Psychodrama Center
Address: Kursulina 2, 11 000 Belgrade
Tel +381 11 344 27 34
Mob + 38164 135 23 39
www.bpc.org.rs
Contact person: Zoran Đurić

HISTORY: Roots? In psychiatry and resistance to drug treatment only ‐ with the help of Professor
Ignjatovic from Belgrade University Clinic of Psychiatry and British Council and Oxford University.
Trained 1986‐1990 by BPA trainers Andrew Powell, Inecke Buckley, assisted by Marcia Karp, Ken
Sprague, Susie Taylor, with nice time with Rudi Nigaard from Denmark and actors who were guests on
Belgrade International Theatre Festival (BITEF).
In 1993, our psychodrama group becomes the Section of the Yugoslav Association of Psycho‐
analytic Psychotherapists.
In 1998 YUPA (Yugoslav Psychodrama Association) was founded. The founders of YUPA were:
Zoran Ilic, Vladimir Milosevic, Jasna Veljkovic and Zoran Đurić. The main goal of YUPA was
Psychodrama education and promotion of Psychodrama in Yugoslavia.
YUPA started with a formal Psychodrama education, following the BPA Standards of education. The
outer supervisors of YUPA were the trainers of BPA, primarily Susie Taylor.
In theory YUPA followed Morenian ideas, group analytic frame of reference, theory of large group,
Systemic theory, and psychoanalytic knowledge.
YUPA was non‐profit organization till the time of division into two organizations in 2005:
Belgrade Psychodrama Center and “Institute for Psychodrama” Belgrade
Both in status of non‐profit organizations
TRAINING STAFF: Zoran Ilic, Jasna Veljkovic and Zoran Đurić are the key members of the staff. They
are trainers and members of Board of BPC.
TRAINING SCHEME: different stages and orientations in the training
The first two years our trainees learn psychodrama techniques, have their personal works and
become capable to use psychodrama and action techniques in their professions. They are capable to
work in non clinical setting.
After 4 and a half years of education, they are ready to conduct group by themselves and, if they
fulfil criteria for being psychotherapist, to become psychotherapists.
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Self
experience

MTS 200
360

Theory &
Technique

120
600

Training for
conducting

200
450

Free
choice

120
–

Super‐
vision

80
200

Total hours
of contact

720
200

Own
Practice of
PD

160
360

Grand
Total

880
2170

Comparison of this training program and the Minimal Training Standards (MTS)

ADMISSION: educational qualification: faculty degree.
CERTIFICATION: levels and orientations: non clinical‐ clinical (psychotherapy).
SPECIALTIES in training (to know the richness of our diversities): no specialties.
Other ACTIVITIES and PUBLICATIONS of the training centre.
We work in clinical setting. We have a journal. We have ideas for writing books, but we still do not
realize them.

BELGRADE
Is the capital and largest city of Serbia. The
city lies on two international waterways, at the
confluence of the Sava and Danube rivers, where
Central Europe's Pannonian Plain meets the
Balkans. With a population of 1,630,000, Belgrade
is the third largest city in South‐eastern Europe,
after Istanbul and Athens. The official language
is Serbian. Belgrade is the central economic hub
of Serbia, and the capital of Serbian culture,
education and science. The official currency is
the dinar (RSD), but Euros can be exchanged
freely. Belgrade has a moderate continental
climate. Electricicity is 220 W.
Belgrade has been a host to many European
and lots of worlds events such as the Universiade
which happened between the 1st and 12th
of July 2009.
Lots of famous sportsman comes from Serbia
like Novak Djokovic, Ana Ivanovic, Jelena Jankovic,
Milorad Cavic, Jasna Sekaric, and Nadia Higl.
The historic areas and buildings of Belgrade
are among the city's premier attractions. They
include Skadarlija, the National Museum and
National Theatre, Zemun, Nikola Pasic Square,
Terazije, Students' Square, the Kalemegdan Fortress,

Knez Mihailova Street, the Parliament, the
Temple of Saint Sava, and the Old Palace. On top
of this, there are many parks, monuments, mu‐
seums, cafés, restaurants and shops on both
sides of the river. The hilltop Avala Monument
offers views over the city. Josip Broz Tito's mau‐
soleum, called Kuca Cveca (The House of Flowers),
and the nearby Topčider and Kosutnjak parks are
also popular, especially among visitors from the
former Yugoslavia.
There is also Beli Dvor or "White Palace",
house of Royal family
Karadjordjevic, open
for visitors.
The palace has
many valuable works
from Rembrandt,
Sebastien Bourdon
Giuseppe Crespi,
Ivan
Mestrovic,
and others.
Ada Ciganlija is a
former island on
the Sava river, and
Belgrade's biggest
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sports and recreational complex. Today it is con‐
nected with the shore, creating an artificial lake
on the river. It is the most popular destination
for the people of Belgrade during the city's hot

summers. There are 7 kilometres of long
beaches and sports facilities for various sports.
The Belgrade area code for domestic calls is
011 and for international calls +381‐11

INVITATION TO APPLY FOR SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR THE ANNUAL MEETING 2010 AT KOVACICA/BELGRADE, SERBIA
Dear Colleagues,
Here comes the invitation to apply for scholarships for our next annual meeting:

LIVING ON THE BORDERLINE
April 18th – 22nd 2010 at Kovacica / Belgrade in Serbia
A scholarship can be applied for by institutes, organisations or associations for one representative
or by founding members. This invitation is addressed to the members (institutes, organizations, see
above) of FEPTO of the countries Bulgaria, Hungary*, Rumania, Russia and Serbia Montenegro.
The scholarship covers the fee for the conference and, if necessary, half of the costs for
accommodation; this will be like 2/3 of the fee of € 270, ‐ which means € 180,‐
* For Hungary the scholarship is only 50 % which means € 90,‐.
As in the last years there are 6 to 8 scholarships available this year. If there are more applications
than available scholarships the order depends on the date of application.
Anyway we ask you to apply as soon as possible. The deadline for the early bird fee of € 270 is the
28th of February 2010. If you apply and register later, the scholarship will remain € 180, 2/3 of the
early bird fee.
And as it maybe necessary, that there might be things to regulate concerning visa etc., which may
take some weeks, it is better to react as soon as possible.
Kindest greetings
Agnes Dudler
Chair of Annual Meeting Committee
Mailto: szenen@gmx.de and chantal.hanquet@swing.be (Treasurer)
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DANA DRAGOTEANU

REPORT OF MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE – MARCH 2010
DECISIONS TAKEN IN THE GHENT COUNCIL MEETING
1. Some institutes applied 4 or 5 years ago but did not meet requirements at that time. It was
agreed that these institutes will have an announcement in FN and will need only to present
a poster or a power point at the AM. If this requirement is not met then they cannot be
voted on.
2. An institute cannot attend as a guest until they have graduates. An application can be made
in anticipation of graduates but will not be invited as a guest until all requirements have
been met. The institute can only be represented as a guest once. The year following as a
guest they can present and be voted. To meet requirements means at this point in time not
for the future. Interested institutes can attend the conference at any time.
3. The application fee must be paid as part of the application regardless of outcome. €200 for
Western Europe and €100 for countries in Eastern Europe who are named in the reduced
category.
4. The Institutes shall know that any essential change in their structures or training program
must be announced, in order to update each situation.
For the Annual Meeting, Belgrade, 18th‐22nd of April 2010, the following Institutes will participate
as Guests:
1. Psychodrama Association of Macedonia – Skopje, Macedonia
Svetlana Karbevska, info@chr.com.mk
2. ISI ‐ Institute fur Soziale Interaktion – Hamburg, Germany
Dr. Jochen Steurer, Proxis@steurer‐online.de
3. Bulgarian Institute Chiron – Bulgaria
Katerina Ilieva, katherinailievan@gmail.com
4. Psychodrama Section of HAGAP – Athens, Greece
Chaniotis Georgios, geo.chan@yahoo.gr
5. The Red House Center for Culture and Debate – Sofia, Bulgaria
Tzvetelina Iossifova, tzviossifova@gmail.com
6. Macedonian Psychodrama Association "J. L. Moreno" – Skopje, Macedonia
Filip Babamov, psihodrama.skopje@gmail.com
7. Tallinn Psychodrama Association – Tallinn, Estonia
Pille Isat, pille.isat@morenokeskus.ee
8. Institute of Psychodrama and Expressive Therapy – Vilnius, Lithuania,
Elena Gauda Karmazė, gauda.karmaze@gmail.com
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NEW INSTITUTES FOR PRESENTATION AND VOTING THIS YEAR:
1. Polish Institute of Psychodrama Association, Poland
2. Psychodramaforum Berlin, Germany

INSTITUTES THAT HAVE ALREADY PRESENTED THEMSELVES AND ARE READY FOR
VOTING NOW:
1. Helsinki Psychodrama Institute (Sirkku made the presentation last year, in Ghent).
2. Swedish Psychodrama School (they will have a short power point and poster presentation as
they already introduced themselves in Helsinki).
3. Ecole Française de Psychodrame – Paris, France (they will have a power point and poster
presentation as they already introduced themselves through Anne Ancelin Schützenberger a
few years ago).

ECOLE FRANÇAISE DE PSYCHODRAME
FRENCH SCHOOL OF PSYCHODRAMA
AND ACTION METHODS
ANNE ANCELIN SCHÜTZENBERGER
1. IDENTIFICATION
Address: C/o A. Ancelin Schützenberger, 14 Avenue Paul Appell – 75014 Paris‐
Tel: + 33 (0)1 45 40 92 90 and + 33 (0)4 76 17 23 90
E‐mails: anne.schutzenberger@wanadoo.fr and colette.esmenjaud@wanadoo.fr
Website: www.anneschutzenberger.com
and www.psychogenealogie.name
Director: Anne Ancelin Schützenberger, Co Director: Colette Esmenjaud Glasman
2. HISTORY: this Organization was created by Anne Ancelin Schützenberger. The first Psychodrama,
Role Playing and Group Methods Training Group started running in Paris in 1957; it was organized by
Dr Bernard Honoré, MD, at Ecole des Parents et Educateurs (French School for Parents and Educators).
This Training Group became in 1965 IFEPP, Institut de Formation et d’Etudes psychosociologiques et
Pédagogiques, with Anne Ancelin Schützenberger, PhD, TEP as the main trainer, 140 bis rue de
Rennes, F – 75 006 Paris.
This was a development of the first European training in role playing at the New Education
Fellowship Congress of Utrecht (Holland/Nederland, 1956), presided by Dr. Hall and Margaret Mead,
with Anne Ancelin Schützenberger as psychodrama and role playing group leader.
The French School of Psychodrama was created in 1989 with Anne Ancelin Schützenberger PhD,
TEP, and Armelle Thomas Bénesse, PhD Educ. Sciences.
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When Dr Bernard Honoré retired, IFEPP was closed, but Anne Ancelin Schützenberger transferred
the French School of Psychodrama under another umbrella, Institut La Source for years, and then
Maison Saint François, 7 rue de Poitier, Paris.
Presently, the French School of Psychodrama is co‐directed by Anne Ancelin Schützenberger PhD,
TEP and Colette Esmenjaud Glasman, Psychodramatist, psychologist and University Diploma
Specialised in child and adolescent Psychology, and trainer.
A speciality of our school is to integrate psychodrama with inter and transgenerational
transmission: research and practice, speciality, working with family secrets and unfinished business
about traumatic death (“Zeigarnik effect”). We also use Kurt Lewin’s work, with theory quasi
equilibrium of forces/strength.
3. CONTACTS: We have several contacts with many others group therapy schools, and regional,
national and international psychodrama and group process organisations. Anne Ancelin
Schützenberger is with Zerka Toeman Moreno the oldest still active psychodramatist in the world.
Anne has participated in most international and national meetings and organisations since 50 years.
She is also a prolific writer on psychodrama, translated in many languages*
* As quoted by James Sacks cf: www.asgpp.org
4. TRAINING CURRICULUM: the participants of our groups are selected on a high level in their
professional education. Before they could be accepted, they have a interview with the main trainers,
and they must have done a personal therapy or analysis.
In presents groups, in each session, there are practical existential and theoretical aspects, with
analysis of the process of one or two psychodrama, directed by trainee or trainer.
In our training groups, we presently have two levels working together. The first one is an initiation
and self experience level (stage 1) the second one is an advanced level (stage 2). During our sessions,
the members of stage 2 have to experience directing PD by themselves.
Participants are required to complete their training by taking theoretical and practical courses
offered by others schools and approved by our school.(in particular in group methods and in their
particular professional field).
The certification is based on the personality, practice, and level of theory of the candidate. The
evaluation is done with an exterior PD trainer, in a group. The candidate must be able to discuss on
theory, and practice of psychodrama in his professional field, and give a demonstration directing a PD
in the group.
To COMPARE with MTS criteria of FEPTO, there is 220 hours of self experience, 140 hours of theory
and technique, 192 hours of training in conducting inside an advanced training group, 80 hours of
supervision, 240 hours of free choice, 130 hours of own supervised practice. Grand Total is 982 hours,
in a minimum of 4 years.
5. TRAINING STAFF
Anne Ancelin Schützenberger and Colette Esmenjaud Glasman, and punctually, Marcia Karp,
Armelle Thomas Bennesse, Hans Fahrner, Evelyne Bissonne Jeuffroy, Marie Claude Bonnet Thierry,
Damien Labas, and others.
6. NUMBER of TRAINING GROUPS in the last 3 years: 2
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7. NUMBER of PSYCHODRAMATISTS CERTIFIED by our organisation: about 30 to 40 persons.
8. RECOMMENDED by: Chantal Hanquet (CFIP, Belgium), Pierre Fontaine (MD, TEP).
9. CODE of ETHICS: We make use the FEPTO code of ethics, together with the code of Qualified French
Psychologists and that of the French Federation of Psychotherapy and Psychoanalysis (FF2P).

LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION
ECOLE FRANÇAISE DE PSYCHODRAME
We have known Anne's School since more than 50 years. We got our first PD training there and we
introduced and organised her training in group dynamics and psychodrama at the Belgian School for
Parents, where she trained regularly during some 8 years.
We maintained always privileged contacts, even if our last daylong intervention in Paris with an
associate was around 1992 (PD with handicapped children).
In 1993, at the first meeting in Stockholm of what became FEPTO, Anne Schützenberger presented
herself with the French School of PD Cfr ISCoPE Preliminary Documents Stockholm Meeting 1993 pp 29‐32
For the last 5 months, since Anne expressed the wish to have her school member of FEPTO with
Chantal Nève, we worked together with Anne Schützenberger and Colette Esmenjaud, to translate and
adapt their programs to the FEPTO standards. It is planned that, 28 to 30 of May in Paris, Chantal will
participate during 3 days, to one of their usual week‐ends, compare their way of doing and exchange
ideas. Colette Esmenjaud also will, after Belgrade, come to Brussels and that way an enlarged
collaboration opens a future.
In these circumstances we believe, we can recommend the membership of FEPTO, for the Ecole
Française de Psychodrame.
Pierre Fontaine
FEPTO founding member
During 1967, I do participate at a psychodrama group led by Anne Ancelin Schützenberger and
organized by Pierre Fontaine in Louvain. Anne will be my trainer and I appreciated mainly her capacity to
catch the various mentions from the members, to understand them in the right direction of the group’s
dynamic, to listen to them with the analytic concepts to put them psychodramatically on the spot.
Since that time, I kept contacts with Anne and her practice mainly during FEPTO meetings and some of
her speeches in Belgium. I met Colette Esmenjaud during the Grasse meeting in 2001 and we have kept
very good contacts. I met her again in Grenoble during professional interventions within CFIP activities, a
couple of years later and we have been able to exchange our mutual practices.
Today, collaboration does exist effectively, I will participate at one of their training week‐ends in May
2010 and afterward Colette will come in Brussels. I have been able to realize through informal contacts
how the French School of Psychodrama is deeply and positively influenced by Anne Ancelin
Schützenberger practice.
In these circumstances I do recommend that the French School of Psychodrama is accepted as a
member of FEPTO.
Chantal Nève Hanquet
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POLISH INSTITUTE OF PSYCHODRAMA ASSOCIATION
Psychodrama‐Institut für Europa e.V.
PIfE
c/o Hilde Gött, Einemstr. 14, 10785 Berlin
Tel.: 0049.30.262 98 60, Fax: 0049.30. 257 94 340
email: pife.europa@t‐online.de
www.pife‐europe.eu
Berlin, 2009, October 23rd

Letter of Reference
Concerning Membership of Polish Psychodrama Institute – Association
Me and the PIfE board suggests the affiliation of Polish Psychodrama Institute – Association
The president of this association is Dr. Anna Bielanska. She is also trainer in our Institute. The Polish
Psychodrama Institute is an independent training institute and an institutional member of PIfE. For
many years we cooperate with colleagues of this Institute organising conferences and different kinds
of workshops.
We appreciate their activities in psychodrama training very much and we wish their affiliation.
Warmly,
Hilde Gött

Letter of endorsement
Having cooperated with the Polish Institute of Psychodrama in many occasions, I take the
opportunity in recommending this association for admission in the Federation of European
Psychodrama Training Organizations, FEPTO, as a training institute.
I have met the leaders of PIP, Anna Bielańska, and Jaroslaw Gliszczyński more than ten years ago,
being at that time, both their association and “J.L. Moreno” Psychodrama Society national sections
within the Psychodrama Institut für Europa. The training and supervision of the Polish trainers was
done by highly qualified trainers and supervisors from PIfE, in Germany and Poland. Their ethical and
methodological guidelines are in accordance with those promoted by alike professional institutions in
the European space.
Anna Bielańska have twice invited me, to offer a seminar and to lead the large group at the 10th
anniversary of this association, and I have been impressed with the quality of their students and their
training.
Their Institute and way of working are both outstanding and appreciated by their psychodrama
colleagues, members of this associations being constantly preoccupied to promote psychodrama and
develop psychodrama theory and practice.
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The PIP training curriculum is recognized by the Polish Psychiatric Association and in accordance
with the PIfE curriculum, already an institutional member of FEPTO, hence in accordance to our
minimal training standards (MTS) too.
So it is both a pleasure and an honour for me if I can contribute to the acceptance of our
colleagues and their association as an organizational member of FEPTO.
Respectfully submitted,
Horatiu Nil Albini,
President of “J.L.Moreno” Psychodrama Society, Romania

SWEDISH PSYCHODRAMA SCHOOL / SVENSKA PSYKODRAMASKOLAN
February 18, 2010

Recommendation letter for Svenska Psykodramaskolan (Swedish Psychodrama School),
Wollmar Yxkullsgatan 37,118 50 Stockholm, Sweden
With pleasure I support the application from Svenska Psykodramaskolan for membership of FEPTO
as a training institute.
The institute has been existed since 2001 and during the years I could follow the training and the
activities of the School partly as guest trainer (special seminar in child development) and as examiner.
The school has a curriculum with good standard, which can be completed by more theory seminars
evén in connected areas such as group psychotherapy and group processes theories.
Several of the examined trainees were holding their own workshops at conferences showing good
standard and maturity. The leader of the institute Kerstin Jurdell has been initiated several activities
for the promotion of the psychodrama in Stockholm. In the present time a group of trainers from
Sweden have a series of open lectures for the general public followed by deepening seminars for the
initiated audience. Kerstin Jurdell is a member of the Swedish Professional Psychodramatists'
Organisation and has been a participant of an intervision group of psychodramatists aimed for further
professional development.
Kerstin has been participated in the FEPTO meetings as guest in several years and is quite well
informed of the goals and aspiration of our organisation. Furthermore she was one of the organisers of
the Second Sociodrama Conference Sweden‐Finland where many of her trainees participated and in
this way got involved in a broader context of the practice of psycho‐ and sociodrama.
I recommend this institute for membership in FEPTO.
Judith Teszáry
Psychodrama Practitioner Trainer and Supervisor
Past president of FEPTO
Past chair of the Swedish Psychodrama Association
Editor of the Swedish Psychodrama Journal
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DIRECÇÃO

Presidente
Gabriela Moita
Vice‐Presidente
Manuela Maciel
Secretário
Sara de Sousa
Tesoureiro
Susana Cardoso
Vogais
Joaquim Cabeças
Miguel Vasconcelos
Paula Carriço
ASSEMBLEIA GERAL

Presidente
António Roma Torres
Secretários
António Gonzalez
Cristina Martins
CONSELHO FISCAL

Presidente
Cristina Villares
Oliveira
Secretários
Luís Mesquita
COMISSÃO DE ENSINO

Presidente
José Manuel Teixeira
de Sousa
Vogais
José Luís Pio de Abreu
Luciano Moura

To: FEPTO Membership Committee
Dana Dragoteanu
October 28, 2009

Letter of Recommendation of the Swedish School of Psychodrama /
Svenska Psykodramaskolan / from Stockholm, Sweden.
Applying for Membership in FEPTO
It is my pleasure to support this application from Svenska Psykodrama‐
skolan for membership in FEPTO.
I know Kerstin Jurdell and her work quite well and I have had the honour
of being in her Institute giving workshops, as of receiving Kerstin while she
was with us. Kerstin Jurdell is a very engaged, creative and professional
trainer and psychodramatist and has a strong commitment and devotion
to her students. It should be stressed that the students of Psykodrama‐
skolan, where Kerstin teaches Psychodrama in cooperation with others
known colleagues, such as Julkunen Eero and Sirkka Varonen, are
encouraged to participate in conferences and educational events. In my
contact with them they always show eagerness to learn and to be exposed
to new ways of leading.
Apart from appreciating and admiring Kerstin Jurdell as a trainer, I also
admire her as a colleague and we have maintained highly interesting
discussions about our work.
I therefore do not hesitate to recommend this Institute to become a
FEPTO member as Training Institute.
Yours sincerely,
Gabriela Moita, PhD.
President of the Portuguese Society of Psychodrama
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HELSINKI PSYCHODRAMA INSTITUTE

Norsk Psykodrama Institutt
PSYKODRAMA ‐ SOSIODRAMA ‐ SOSIOMETRI ‐ GRUPPEPSYKOTERAPI
Henrik Ibsens gate 60 C 0255
Oslo Norway
Tel.+47 22 44 0175
Fax. +47 22 44 01 76
Bankgiro 2560 05 31908
Org.nummer 975 705 609
E‐post: npi@psykodrama.no

To:
The board of FEPTO
The Membership Committee
Oslo, November 1st. 2009

LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION
The Norwegian Psychodrama Institute hereby recommends the Helsinki Psychodrama Institute to
membership in FEPTO. The Helsinki Psychodrama Institute is a highly Professional institute that meets
the membership requirements in FEPTO. As presented in Glasgow, the Helsinki institute is high above
the minimal standards required by FEPTO and the quality of the teaching and their teachers is as we
have experienced it, excellent. The Norwegian Psychodrama institute have had the pleasure to have
guest teachers from the Helsinki institute with great success, as well as we have teached at the
Helsinki institute and been impressed by the quality of their administrative, tutorial and philosophical
skills in psychodrama, sociodrama, sociometry and group psychotherapy. This has been very present
and visible for us through our meetings with their students. Personally I am very impressed by the
way the Helsinki institute is runned and the high standard the quality of their work has.
The Helsinki Institute was founded in 1982 and started their first basic education in 1992. It is an
old institute with lots of experience and knowledge. Their trainers have been highly Professional
trained by Marcia Karp, Ken Sprague, Warren Paary and Riitta Hiillos‐Vuorinen amongst others. For
over 25 years it has actively worked continuously to spread psychodrama to the Finnish society and
for the last 17 years it has systematically educated psychodramatists in Finland.
We strongly believe that having the Helsinki psychodrama institute as a member of FEPTO will
contribute to the richness of knowledge, experience and development of FEPTO and psychodrama.
Eduardo Verdú
Director Norsk Psykodrama Institute
The Norwegian Psychodrama Institute
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Recommendation to the Membership Committee in FEPTO
Helsinki Psychodrama Institute
I have known the leaders of the Helsinki Psychodrama Institute for over twenty years. Sirkku
Aitolehti, Kirsti Silvola, and 5 of their multi‐disciplinary team have received their diploma in
Psychodrama Clinical Competence from the Holwell International Psychodrama Centre for which I was
training director. The training was done both in Finland and in England.
Kirsti Silvola and Sirkku Aitolehti have twice or three times invited me to their training program in
Estonia and I have been impressed with the quality of their students and their training. I have been
privileged to once act as consultant/observer regarding training issues in Helsinki. We have had
personal exchange of psychodrama theory and practice over twenty years being members of both
FEPTO and IAGP. Kirsti travelled to England three years ago to participate in a workshop with Malcolm
Pines and myself on "Group Analysis and Psychodrama" Kirsti, a psychiatrist is dually trained. Sirkku, a
theologian, has developed many aspects of sociodrama, bibliodrama, as well as psychodrama and has
served as one of the Scandinavian leaders in training issues.
The Helsinki Psychodrama Institute, training in psychodrama, sociodrama, playback theatre and
expressive arts, graduated their first students in 2002 and since then has successfully trained 22
psychodrama directors and 4 trainers.
I highly recommend the Helsinki Psychodrama Institute for membership to FEPTO. They will
continue to make a fine contribution to our field
Respectfully submitted,
Marcia Karp, M.A., T.E.P.
Founding member of FEPTO

GROUP PRATICES, SOCIAL HEALTH AND
CULTURAL DIVERSITY
We are a group of researchers from different
Brazilian institutions, with several diverse back‐
grounds and approaches and a common interest
in group investigation, its phenomena and its
possible intervention ways.
The previous experience and the results
obtained through an international survey
promoted by the Transcultural Session of IAGP
(International
Association
for
Group
Psychotherapy and Group Processes) in 2007
about group practices stimulated this group
formation that has the proposal of broadening
that study and focusing on the diverse group
practices.

At the research group webpage:
http://www.groupractices.com.br you will
find information about the survey project, the
research group curriculums and you will be able
to visualize the questionnaire before filling it in.
Your participation in this survey is completely
optional.
If you opt to participate, you will be finally
directed to the site where the questionnaire is
located and can be completed online. If you can
send this invitation to contacts that have
experience and studies in group approaches, you
will contribute very much to the survey.
To fill in the online questionnaire, go to:
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=Cku
ROFD1E6Tq2cacJExz4Q%3d%3d.
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PSYCHODRAMAFORUM BERLIN
SZENEN – Institut für Psychodrama
Meckenheimer Allee 131 D‐53115 Bonn
FEPTO ‐ Membership Committee
Chair: Maria Daniela DRAGOTEANU
Calea Dorobantilor 168, Apt. 113
RO ‐ BUCHAREST
ROMANIA
27. März 2009

Letter of Recommendation for the PSYCHODRAMAFORUM BERLIN,
Applying for Membership in FEPTO

With pleasure I recommend the psychodrama training institute
Psychodramaforum Berlin
director Dipl.‐Psych. Gabriele Stiegler
Giesebrechtstraße 11, 10629 Berlin, Germany
Tel.: 030‐88917956, Fax: 030‐88917957
stiegler@psychodramaforum.de
www.psychodramaforum.de
as a new member to FEPTO. I know Gabi Stiegler, her work and her institute since many years and
appreciate her work very much. She is a very engaged, creative and professional trainer and
psychodramatist. She has been guest trainer at our institute (Szenen) several times and the students
always learned from her with enthusiasm and high benefit.
The students of her institute, where she teaches psychodrama in cooperation with many well known
colleagues as the late Rainer Bosselmann and Enrique Stola, are well trained and competent. Thus it
will be a gain for FEPTO to have the Psychodramaforum among our members.
With warm greetings
Agnes Dudler
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FEPTO XVI GENERAL ASSEMBLY
WEDNESDAY 21st APRIL, 2010 BELGRADE/SERBIA
AGENDA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Opening the General Assembly – Chair person
Appointment of facilitator and secretary
Appointment of 2 members to check the minutes
Establishment of the quorum
Appointment of vote counters
Approval of the agenda of the Belgrade General Assembly
Approval of the Ghent General Assembly minutes
Voting for new members
Re‐establishing the quorum
Report of the Executive Council
a. Chair persons report
b. Treasurers report: account of 2009
Auditors report / Approval of the revised accountancy
Discharge of the Executive Council
Budget 2010 – approval
Reports of the Chairs of the Committees
a. Training Committee report
b. Research Committee report
c. Ethics Committee report
d. European Affairs Committee report
e. Network Committee report
f. Annual Meeting Committee report
g. Membership Committee report
h. Newsletter and website Committee report
Elections
Presentation of the new Council
Date and place of the next Annual Meeting
Any other businesses
Closure of the meeting

Second Call for a

FEPTO Songbook!
Dear colleague,
Please don't forget to send a song you want to share and sing with us as soon as possible.
There is a great treasure of songs and a great interest and joy to sing together.
In the FEPTO News 9.2 we published the idea, to create a FEPTO Songbook.
This can be done only with your help.
So please send your favourite song(s) or those which might be good to sing together with text and
notes to me, by mail to: agnes@dudler.org
If possible we will also try to have them on CD.
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GABRIELA MOITA

RESEARCH COMMITTEE REPORT

The last the RC meeting was held in Boldern/Switzerland, 26‐28 February, 2010. The place and
work orientations were chosen taken into account the Marie Cassel RC Evaluation Form filled after
Taormina meeting, see RC Taormina Evaluation Report.
http://www.fepto.eu/storage/files/documents/Catania%20evaluation.pdf
Sirkka Varonen was responsible for the last choice of the place, which was a quiet and cosy hotel
in the mountains near Zurich. We were 22 participants that represented 9 countries working in
psychodrama research issues. Along with the work, we get secondary benefits of the group meeting:
fun, exchange, encounter, and belonging feeling.
This meeting had two main aims:
1. To go deep in the projects already began
2. To do exchanges of the work already done by the groups
Therefore, FEPTO has now the following research lines which congregate, so far, the different
needs and motivations of the participant members.

A. RESEARCH CONCERNING TRAINING & PSYCHODRAMA CONCEPTS, PRACTICAL
METHODS AND RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS
Group 1 – Evaluation Training
Ann Helleday (Sweden); Emre Kapkin (Turkey); José Luís Mesquita (Portugal); Sirkka Varonen
(Switzerland)
This group continued to improve the produced questionnaire to evaluate the training, more
specifically the competences on psychodrama of trainees (ECP‐30). A first application was attended
after Taormina meeting.
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In this meeting, the group was analysing the results
of the pilot study, and find out and ways to develop the
form. To improve the instrument, a second application
will be done. After these results it will be decided if it
will be spread out to the FEPTO communities.
Group 2 – Evaluation of Supervision and study on
Effects of Supervision in PD Training
Group 3 – Identity, Theory and Practice of
Psychodrama, As It Was Created By Moreno
Hannes Krall (Austria) Jutta Fürst (Austria) + Daniel
Reggianini (Italy); Gabriela Moita (Portugal); Marco
Greco (Italy)
Both groups worked together in this meeting for exchange of ideas and common reflections about
the topics involving their own research works.
A questionnaire to evaluate Supervision in PD
Training presented by Jutta and Hannes was discussed.
Austria, Portugal and Italy will try to use this tool in
order to be studied.
The previous group, in Taormina designed a
research design (TRAIN) to be implemented in different
countries by our trainees: the implementation of
Robert Elliott Hermeneutic Single Case Efficacy Design
(HSCED) + Spontaneity Assessment Inventory‐Revised
(SAI‐R) + Moreno Social Atom Projective Test (MSAPT)
what was also discussed.
Following the idea of collecting thoughts and
positions about different Morenian concepts, emerged the shared consciousness of the need to
achieve a more clearly semantic definition, a deeper conceptual reflection and, at the end, a
theoretical and methodological development of some of the basic Morenian assessments.
The group confirmed the goal consisting of creating a network of psychodramatists interested in
sharing and comparing ideas concerning the matter.

B. RESEARCHING PSYCHODRAMA EFFECTIVENESS
Group 4 – European research projects
Cinzia Orlando (Italy); Gabriela Dima (Romania); Galabina Tarashoeva (Bulgaria); Ines Testoni (Italy);
Marie Cassel (Sweden); Michael Wieser (Austria); Mihaela Bucuta (Romania).
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This group is preparing three research design
projects and finding European Funds for implementing
them.
Grundtvig Project
Was submitted in February and is waiting for
approval. This project will follow a Lifelong Learning
Programme for two years.
The partnership main goal is to develop new and
adequate teaching and educational skills for teachers
and educators who work with disadvantaged
categories. After a common planning and training in an
international congress, the trainers will start a course
in every partner country. The project includes 9 Psychodrama Associations and 7 countries.
Daphne Project
The candidature is in progress, the main goal is to contribute to the protection of children, young
people and women against all forms of violence by taking preventive measures and by providing
support and protection for victims and groups at risk.
Cost Project
The first aim was planning a research on the effectiveness of psychodrama ‐ Anxiety project, in
clinical settings. This goal is not viable in the Cost funding, so the group discussed on how to go on
with this projects: Good research design, but the main obstacle is funding.
Group 5 ‐ Activating Research Activity
Anna Esposito (Italy), Ivan Fossati (Italy), Kate Kirk (UK),
Gabriella Nicotra (Italy); Fabian Blobel (Switzerland),
Cinzia Orlando (Italy)
This group is a place where those who are already
doing research can find peers for discussing the
research process.
Each member presented, updated and improved
their research projects. In somehow some studies
were clarified, methodologies and different research
tools were proposed and discussed.
For further information about the work done take a look to the Boldern RC Minutes:
http://www.fepto.eu/storage/files/documents/Boldern%20minutes.pdf
Or follow our blog in http://feptoresearchcommitte.blogspot.com/ (active after 1st of April)
The research lines are not closed. For those colleagues interested in working in another
Psychodrama field not included in those already open, you are very, very welcome.
For the Taormina meeting: http://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=evYN4jbqvW0
(Thank you Liliana!)
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CELIA SCANLAN

REPORT FROM EUROPEAN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 2009 – 2010
Since The General Assembly I am delighted to
report that the European Affairs Committee has
doubled in size with Marjorie Lappstreur and Sirrka
Varonen joining Judith Teszáry and myself. We must
not forget Pierre Fontaine who remains as a fount
of wisdom and Renee Oudijk who attends EAP as a
national delegate but none the less flies the flag for
psychodrama. What to do with this wealth of
talent?
My intention was to involve the new members
by inviting them to read and give opinions on
applications for ECP that come to our committee for
verification. I sent Marjorie and Sirrka copies of the
requirement documents to begin to familiarise
themselves with this process. To quote Scotland’s
national Bard, Robert Burns, “the best laid schemes,
o’ Mice an’ Men, gang aft aglay” Since doing this we
have had no applications for ECP. Not to worry I am
aware that there is one in the pipeline. I continue to
struggle with how to involve the committee in the
work of EAP which is an essential meeting place to
network with European psychotherapists.
How to plan for succession?
I have encouraged our committee members to
attend their National Umbrella Organisations (NUO)
where they can speak for psychodrama. Indeed I
would so encourage to all FEPTO members. Please
do get involved in your NUO’s.

Incidentally, it was great to meet with so many
FEPTO members at the IAGPP congress in Rome last
August.
Judith Teszáry attended the Graz meeting of EAP
in my stead since I was committed with family
business at that time. I thank Judith for doing this
but am aware that the arrangement we have is not
entirely satisfactory. The work that happens in EAP
is varied and at times appears complex. It is only
from attending on a regular basis that I begin to feel
I am understanding what is happening and that I
can use my voice effectively. Although it is
financially impractical that we send 2 delegates to
each meeting. I have a suggestion. Perhaps I could
notify FEPTO members living in or near a proposed
venue for a meeting. It is possible to join, the
delegate, on a daily basis for that session. This
would aid understanding of what EAP aims to
achieve and may mean that a new delegate to EAP
has some prior under‐standing of its workings.
Remember this is a useful way to gain CPD. To that
end I give you the dates of the next few meetings:
−
−
−
−

Bucharest 30th June ‐ 5th July 2010
Paris 8th ‐ 9th October 2010
Vienna 19th ‐ 20th February 2011 (to be
confirmed)
Rome October 2011 (date to be confirmed)

VIENNA CONFERENCE AND EAP MEETINGS
The conference entitled “The political and legal
status of psychotherapists from a professionals
and clients protection point of view in the
European Union" took place on, Thursday 18th &
Friday 19th February 2010. I think this venture was
a first for European psychotherapy in that it
brought together not only psychotherapists but
politicians, scientist, lawyers and civil servants
from many countries within Europe.

Pressure of work restricted me to attending
only on Friday morning since; I arrived late
Thursday evening in Vienna. I was however in time
to join my colleagues for dinner hosted by the city
of Vienna. We were greeted by the Chief
Psychiatrist of Vienna. He commented to our
General Secretary Alfred Pritz that he was amazed
at the energy of the group, normally when he
undertakes such a duty he meets with a lethargic
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group. I regretted being unable to attend the full
conference since Friday morning confirmed that I
had missed something special.
This session began promptly at 9.00, another
first for psychotherapy? The program indicated
that we would have 15 minute presentations with
a short coffee break and ending at 12.30 for lunch.
I could not imagine how I could sit through so
many presentations. How wrong I was! We were
given an enormously varied insight into the
similarities and differences of practicing psycho‐
therapy across Europe and the pros and cons of
governmental legislation. I was humbled to listen
to the struggles of many European countries to
establish the right to practice psychotherapy and
to develop training programs. I was confirmed in
my belief that it is essential that we develop a
European platform for psychotherapy. I now under‐
stood the buzz I had experienced on Thursday
evening and was assured by my colleagues that
Thursday had been just as enlightening and
enlivening. There is an intention to collate the
information from this conference and use it as a
tool to inform us where each country stands on the
European map. How can we help each other to
achieve better standards? Serge Ginger has written
an excellent paper outlining the purpose of this
conference. If anyone would like a copy of this
paper please email me.
Thursday and Friday all in all were a good warm
up to the next two days of committee work.
There are many and varied tasks for the EAP
committees. It is impossible to attend all. I
attended the European wide accrediting commi‐
ttee, EWAC (we at FEPTO are a European wide
accrediting organization.) It is heartening to know
that this committee continues to strive to find a
balance between ensuring that standards are
maintained while encouraging the development of
modalities.
FEPTO should have submitted their re‐
application as an EWAO to this committee,
however I have negotiated an extension till July
when we meet in Bucharest. I have been and will

continue to contact our institutes over the next
few months as I work to collate the information
about training standards. While almost all of our
institutes meet FEPTO’s MTS you may remember
Pierre Fontaine telling us that we needed to reach
higher. The MTS of FEPTO is 880 hours. The MTS
of EAP is 1400. We already have several institutes
who reach or are beyond this figure, sufficient
number of institutes to comply with the re‐
application, however in order that trainees are in a
position to apply for ECP, my advice is that we
work towards that higher figure.
The EWOC continues to work on the Core
Competencies. As Judith reported after the Graz
meeting, FEPTO have a part to play in this work
and Judith Teszáry suggests a working group for
this, she wishes to be part of this group. I would
support this request of Judith as she is the
competent person to lead such a group.
I also attended the Membership Committee.
This committee works to achieve good standards
among new applicants. It is by having such
standards; psychotherapy in Europe will be seen as
a legitimate profession.
There has been an ongoing problem about the
Journal distribution. I spoke to Tom Ormay who is
confident that he now has a distribution system in
place. If we supply 3 addresses he will ensure that
they are delivered. There is a wish to distribute the
Journal as widely as possible. To this end the
Executive has decided to send a free copy to all
individual members and ECP holders. At this point
in time EAP cannot afford to make this free to
organizations who will continue to pay. This is a
requirement of their ongoing membership.
I draw your attention to the possibility of our
training institutes applying to become European
Accrediting Psychotherapy Training Institutes
EAPTI. This means that trainees, graduating from
such an Institute, have a right to an automatic ECP.
Currently psychodrama has only one EAPTI and
one other in the process of applying.
4th of March 2010
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ZORAN ĐURIĆ

TRAINNING COMMITTEE REPORT
Training Committee started the work on qualitative aspects of training in Ghent.
We divided our task in:
− Content of training
− Trainer qualities and qualifications
− Didactics (including attention paid to individual, group and systems levels in training group)
In Ghent we have talked about content and decided to continue our work by e mails.
Instead of content, in our mails appeared trainer’s competencies as an important subject of interest.
We are introduced with BPA’s “Competencies for Registration as a Psychodrama Trainer”. Clinical
practice is the first on the list. The others are Educational practice, Supervision of others, written work
and Research work. This document treats psychodramatists as independent professionals.
The “Competencies” could be discussed as milestones of education of trainers or, as we say in
FEPTO, “Training the trainers”.
In Serbia, it is about to start master and doctoral program on Psychodrama. This moment there are
some questions which need answers. For example, University authorities say that anyone may start
master studies which are planned to last one year. It means that someone can become Master in
psychodrama without any psychodrama experience. The same is for 3 years doctoral studies. Possible
solving this problem is to have complete psychodrama education included in master and doctoral
studies.
As we know, many of us use psychodrama as helpful and fruitful method in our professions in
humanistic field and are not psychodramatists as professionals per se.
Master and doctoral studies promote new profession. In Serbia psychotherapy is not recognized as
an independent field and psychotherapists as independent professionals. Maybe psychodrama and
psychodramatists should be pioneers in promoting psychotherapy as a new profession.
Also, the life got us back to think about MTS. Our delegate in EAP Celia Scanlon had to make
FEPTO reapplication for the membership in EAP. We together call FEPTO community to send us up
dated versions of their MTS forms.
After collecting MTS forms, one may conclude that all FEPTO institutes who sent MTS forms meet
criteria from MTS, but small number meet EAP criteria for number of hours.
It again signalizes that EAP criteria for being psychotherapist and FEPTO criteria for
psychodramatist are different.
Further, scrutinizing MTS forms we find that clinical experience is not described in most of them.
We can observe that all institutes who meet EAP criteria have clinical experience in their training.
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We expect from FEPTO community to think about these questions and give fresh ideas on
psychodrama‐new profession, psychotherapy, both?
I think the title of our meeting ”Living on the Borderline” clearly reflects the part of the reality
hidden in these questions.

ARSALUYS KAYIR

REPORT OF THE ETHICS COMMITTEE
As a chair of Ethics Committee, I have an ambivalent feeling for ethical misuse complaints. On the
one hand I want to be in touch with real cases but on the other hand I am happy if no complaint
comes. The result is that we are strong in theory but weak in practice.
When handing over the Ethics chair Maurizio Gasseau reminded me two things. First was the
point that ethical complaints don’t come and the second was the need to work on fiction cases.
While answering EAP’s membership questionnaire regarding Codes of Ethics, it was hard to
answer the detailed questions about complaint procedure. So we prepared some new codes for
proposal in the general assembly in Ghent in 2009. But there was consensus on the idea that we need
more time for discussion. So my hope is that we find some time, maybe a workshop, to work on some
fiction cases, new codes and Pierre Fountain’s ideas on ombudsman.
Our Advisory board members are: Pierre
Fontaine, Grete Leutz, Gordon Langley,
Maurizio Gasseau, Giovanni Boria, and
Ildikó Mävers.
Our Committee members are: Arsaluys
Kayir (the chair), Pierre Fontaine, Grete
Leutz, Maurizio Gasseau, Bahar Gokler,
Marcia Karp, Henna Merikivi, Renée
Oudijk, Jan Lap, Nese Karabekir Ezgin,
Konstantinos Letsios, and Arne Husjord.
What new codes do we need to add?
Codes for complaint procedure, codes
for research, video‐taking publishing etc.,
codes for relationship with Institutes and
colleagues, codes for education and
guidelines for ethics.
Looking forward for your interest and cooperation.

St. Paul, Ghent 2009
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TASK FORCE FOR PEACE AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION
MELINDA MEYER
SUMMARY PEACE TASK FORCE MEETING IN ROME, AUGUST 2009
We all agreed to meet in Torino in January
2010. Our main discussion was on what our
group viewed as the focus of our work and what
actions we would like to carry out in the future.
Four areas emerge from the groups’ knowledge
and experience:
1. Helping the helpers who work with conflict
and crises situations: war, refugee camps, social
change programs…
Since the event of PTSD as a specific criteria‐
defined diagnosis in the diagnostic and statistical
manual III of the American Psychiatric Associa‐
tion in 1984 there has been an explosion of
research on the epidemiology, biology and
treatment of PTSD. The diagnoses emerge
because of the medical symptoms many Vietnam
vets were suffering from without receiving social
security. A diagnosis was necessary if justice was
going to be given to these traumatised soldiers.
Later we have learned that the helpers of
traumatised people become co‐owners of the
traumatic event(s). Over time they may develop
emotional fatigue, secondary traumatisation or
vicarious traumatisation. The same symptoms
the clients are suffering from emerge in the
helpers such as sleeplessness, helplessness, no
hope, lack of imagination…

Spontaneity training, future projection and
scenario play are all psychodrama methods that
enhance resilience. Taking the health workers
out of the conflict situations on a regular basis to
a “third place” would be a palliative intervention
that could be institutionalised; health workers in
Gaza, the West Bank, Rwanda, could participate
together in workshops organized by us.
2. Training peace negotiators in psycho‐
dramatic methods and theory
3. Early intervention with applying different
models that have been developed and
demonstrated in our group.
Testimony,
scenario, Eva Fahlström work that was
demonstrated in Rome and other methods
shared at the workshop in Rome.
4. Doing research through NGOs, UN, WHO,
UNHCR on what is needed and where.
Ideas for our meeting:
− What worked in Rome?
− Can we make a small project that we can
evaluate and write about?
− Who is motivated to do what and where?
Look forward to seeing all of you!

A MEETING IN TURIN
The Task Force for Peace and Conflict Resolution of Federation of European Psychodrama Training
Organization meet in Turin from 22 to 24 of January for the 3rd International Seminar on “Models,
Techniques and Projects for Conflict Transformation”.
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The FEPTO Task started in Vienna in the FEPTO Annual meeting and has met in Oslo, Stockholm
and Turin, to share and develop models and techniques of work in conflict resolution and conflict
transformation among different culture, work with refugees, help the helper after war or disaster.
In Turin Marcia Karp, Judith Teszáry, Eva Fahlström, Galabina Tarashoeva, Norbert Apter, Monica
Westberg, Kerstin Jurdell, Gabriella Nicotra, Leandra Perrotta, Melinda Meyer and Maurizio Gasseau
share their works and the goal is to make a common project about helping the helper.
The FEPTO Task force received greetings from Zerka Moreno, Monica Zuretti, Jutta Fürst, Jorg
Burgmeister and Horatio Albini. They support our emphasis in FEPTO holding Moreno’s' perspective
of Psychodrama being also a vehicle for peace. The next meeting of the task force will be in the
FEPTO annual meeting in Belgrade, April 2010.
Coordinators of FEPTO Task Force for Peace: Maurizio Gasseau, Melinda Meyer, Eva Fahlström

MESSAGE FROM THE TREASURER
Profit is € 5.250,89 which includes the profit € 3.543,91 for the meeting at Deinze (Ghent).
Analyze of this balance will be done at Belgrade meeting.
Most of the application fees have been paid.
Chantal Nève Hanquet
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ROBERTO DE INNOCENCIO

OLD AND NEW FEPTO
I have come back to FEPTO after a few years of being absent
due to some disagreement in the management of the organization I
found after being away due to a post of much responsibility at
another international organization.
FEPTO was first born as a common interest of Psychodrama
practitioners, mainly clinicians, from many of the European
countries. As many of our members know, this interest was mainly
a need of encounter and a need for sharing common experiences as
well as certain curiosity to learn from the transcultural aspects
influencing the practice of Psychodrama in the different countries.
It took several meetings and long hours of discussion and
exchange before the group found a way to put those interests in an
organized manner, so that the emotions involved in the foundation of the organization could be
expressed in a comprehensive way, at least for the majority of the participants in the foundation
meetings.
Psychodrama first appeared as the least prominent sibling of psychoanalysis and as such had to
struggle hard to survive. In the same manner that Psychoanalysis was debated as a more or less valid
tool to soothe the suffering of human beings, Psychodrama was openly disqualified and excluded by
the more “scientific” world and, at times, taken as a gimmick of the illuminated few that would follow
such trend. This battle is fought to this day, a fact hardly admitted by psychodramatists.
The hardship confronting Psychodrama forced its founder and close followers to open the new
technique to people far from the prestigious universities and hospitals where Psychoanalysis was
presented and debated upon. So, at the same time in which some physicians came close to
Psychodrama, so did people from other professions and public in general. Some of them trained as
equals.
They all became psychodramatists in time and the more daring would add the term
psychotherapist or would simply replace one term by the other. This fact was to be costly for the
technique at times in history.
The term “psychodramatist” comprises many different professions and also several attitudes. So,
while for some it is a skill to be added to a profession or a more specialized way of doing
psychotherapy, for others is a way of doing and a profession itself.
“We are all equal, but not the same” goes the saying and this is most applicable to the
psychodramatic world. It is impossible to conceive that a psychodramatist psychiatrist or a
psychodramatist psychologist could be the same, do the same things or have the same clientele that
may have a person not acquainted with psychopathology at all.
When I see that there is a special interest in identifying all psychodramatists as
“psychotherapists”, something starts smelling funny to me.
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Some training organizations appear to have different classifications for the way their trainees may
operate, but I do not think that all take the pain to make those differences, even when the
differences may be in paper and in all formal ways possible.
Due to those facts, Psychodrama is not always accepted by insurance companies as a
psychotherapeutic method they would support.
A colleague friend tried to explain to me the difference between the “Old FEPTO” and the “New
FEPTO”. He explained to me that it was a matter of growth. Well, it could be so! Nevertheless, FEPTO
had in its core a messianic attitude since its conception. There were always members in FEPTO with
strong political attitudes as well as religious believes that always tinted the professional aspects of
the association. I will not go into details that would illustrate this perception of mine.
Nevertheless, it is not too difficult to identify these and other aspects in the organization if one is
prone to analyse groups.
These aspects, in my eyes, remain as part of the organization and, I believe, pervade it; in spite of
its growth and the burocratic aspects resulting from that growth.
During the meeting in Ghent I had a most perplexing experience.
In the course of one of the coffee breaks a gentleman approached me when he noticed I was by
myself at a given moment. In a low voice – or so it appeared to me – he spoke about my institute as
not fulfilling the requirements needed to be a member of FEPTO. I looked at him in disbelief and all I
could say to him was what indeed the facts were: “I do not have an institute”. He clarified that he was
referring to The International Institute of Human Relations “Dean and Doreen Elefthery” for which I
work but, I am not the director nor have anything to do with the administrative responsibilities of
that entity. I suggested to the gentleman that he would write to the Institute and notify its president
or director about the news he was giving me.
He gently refused to do that and made me understand that the decision to step out of FEPTO
should be taken by the Institute based on the information he was giving me!
I was taken aback, not so much by the information, but by the ways used.
The feeling was that a person to whom I had never been introduced and that had overlooked the
formality of introducing himself was asking someone else to kindly commit suicide because he did not
want to be accused of murder.
The man took away understanding that his job had been done and I could hardly believe my ears.
I made a casual remark about the incident to a dear colleague, also a founding member of FEPTO.
She, in a most naïve way said to me:
“Oh, Roberto, just ask them what requirement they want from the Institute and say that you have
them. That is what I did. I hardly have any students, but I have written that I have in my school what
they say I must have”.
I have presented these two vignettes only to illustrate the conclusions to which I have come.
While it is easily understood that these characteristics are necessarily implied in the growth of the
organization and that the organization has grown as a result of the prestige given to be a member of
it, it is hard to understand that FEPTO may have to join another European organization that promises
to give accreditation to FEPTO members as psychotherapists.
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As far as I know FEPTO members should not have a need from another organization. If this is so,
then I have to ask myself if FEPTO may be joined for what it is or if it is joined by certain members and
organizations as a way of getting a little they could not get any other way.
Furthermore, do all accredited training organizations deserve that name? Do these organizations
practice what is written in the programs they present in their application to belong to FEPTO? How
many students graduate each year at any given organization?
All organizations need to reflect about the dynamics established in them as a human group. I ask
myself if the time for FEPTO to revise its dynamics and reflect about itself has come.
Contact: rdinocencio@telefonica.net

SERGE GINGER

PSYCHOTHERAPY, AN INDEPENDENT PROFESSION:
A EUROPEAN CHALLENGE
Autonomy of Psychotherapy; Strasbourg Declaration (1990)
The European Certificate of Psychotherapy, or ECP (1997)
3,200 h spread on 7 years
6,000 ECP awarded, in 51 countries
EAPTIs (European Accredited Psychotherapy Training Institutes:
50 EAPTIs accredited, teaching 14 methods, in 20 European countries
The European Parliament has incorporated the main points of the ECP
program into a “platform” in the process of elaboration by the European
Commission.
European Legislation
The legislation varies greatly among the countries of the European Union. Today, about ten
countries have established a specific law. Some of them (Germany, Italy, Sweden, Netherlands) have
limited access to the profession to Psychologists and Medical Doctors; others (Austria, Finland, etc.)
have opened their training to candidates from varying backgrounds.
Psychotherapy is at the crossroads between several disciplines: medical, psychological and social.
It would therefore be unrealistic to restrict it to one or another profession: Medical Doctor,
Psychologist, Social Worker, Sociologist, etc.
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The prevalence of psychic difficulties
The percentage of people suffering, at one time or another in their life, from psychosocial
troubles which require an external assistance, varies between 7% and 15% of the general population,
representing for the 500 million residents of the European Union, between 35 to 75 million people!
An example: two national surveys in France have shown that 8% of the adult population have
undertaken psychotherapy.
− 40% engaged in a Humanistic Psychotherapy: Gestalt Therapy, Transactional Analysis, Person‐
Centered Approach, Psycho‐Organic Analysis…
− 30% a “psychodynamic” therapy, inspired by Psychoanalysis
− 20% a Cognitive‐Behavioral therapy (CBT)
− 10% a Family therapy
These psychotherapies lasted — on the average — one year, at the rhythm of one session of 50
minutes per week; 87 % of the clients were satisfied and only 4 % unsatisfied. (9 % did not respond).
The need for Psychotherapy is increasing
Why is there a need for so many consultations – preventative or curative? The causes are not only
individual (thus “medical”), but more, sociological and cultural.
Problems have been identified linked to the crisis of the “post‐industrial” society:
 Economic crisis and technological changes
 Sociological crisis and rapid evolution of lifestyles
 Informational crisis
 Political crisis
Society is becoming more and more complex and “depersonalized”. We no longer know who
decides what; we have neither guide… nor enemy identified; we feel lost and impotent. In fact,
anxiety is the corollary of progress
Three Professions
To face these problems, three main professions concerning psychosocial help have developed in
parallel: Psychology, Psychiatry and Psychotherapy.
Psychotherapists are not necessarily Medical Doctors or Psychologists. In many countries, more
than half come from other professions: Social Workers, Nurses, Physical Therapists, Teachers,
Sociologists, Philosophers, Ministers, etc. They have all undergone a personal psychotherapy, a long
specific training in psychotherapy, and are committed to continue with supervision, throughout their
career (Continuous Professional Development – CPD, as well as to follow a Code of Professional Ethics.
Many Modalities
Some people criticize the abundance of methods of psychotherapies. But this represents a
freedom of choice. Must we complain about the great variety of medicine, fruits, wine or cheeses? In
truth, we may name hardly 20 psychotherapies which are commonly practiced in Europe, and which
are represented by a recognized professional association (EWAO). The others are primarily variants.
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These twenty methods may be grouped into 6 mainstreams:
1. Psychodynamic Therapies, inspired by Psychoanalysis
2. Cognitive‐Behavioural Therapies (CBT)
3. Systemic Family Therapies
4. Humanistic or Existential Therapies
5. Transpersonal methods
6. Eclectic or Integrative Methods
The Law and the Need for Qualified Professionals
The regulations for Psychotherapy are varied from one country to another. A law presently exists
in 8 European countries. In some countries, this profession implies a specific training which is open to
a number of original professions. In other countries, training is only accessible to Medical Doctors
and Psychologists, and is added on to their basic University training, and everywhere, it is taught in
private institutes. This is due to the fact that a personal therapy and a selection based on the
equilibrium and maturity of the personality is difficult to set up in the public Universities.
150,000 qualified professional Psychotherapists are in activity in Europe…
Average Professional Density in Europe (per 100,000 inhabitants):
Medical doctors: 200; (Psychiatrists: 15); Psychologists: 70; Psychotherapists: 22
The density of Psychotherapists varies enormously from one country to another: from 80 (per
100,000 inhabitants) in Austria, Germany, Italy or Switzerland; to 10, even 5, in several countries of
Eastern Europe.
Estimation of the Professional density of Qualified Psychotherapists:
Austria: 87; Italy: 67; Switzerland: 65; Belgium: 65; Sweden: 55;
Serbia: 40; Netherlands: 37; Germany: 33; Ireland: 31; Hungary: 26; Finland: 23;
France: 20; United Kingdom: 17; Kosovo: 16; Denmark: 15; Portugal: 14;
Malta: 12; Norway: 12; Spain: 10; Poland: 8; Latvia: 8; Slovakia: 8; Croatia: 7;
Romania: 5; Russia: 4; Lithuania: 4; Macedonia: 2; Ukraine: 1
Conclusions
If we consider that around 10 % of the population needs Psychotherapy, and that a
Psychotherapist may care for around a hundred clients per year that would imply an optimal density
of 100 qualified Psychotherapists per 100,000 inhabitants… which means, for the European Union
(500 million habitants): around 500,000 qualified Psychotherapists.
If we consider that a Psychotherapist will exercise his/her professional activity during 35 years,
this would imply training each year of 3 new professionals per 100,000 inhabitants, representing, for
the entire EU: approximately 15,000 Psychotherapy students, thus around 500 specialized training
institutes.
These objectives are not unrealistic, and could be attained rather quickly after a European
directive that would prescribe uniform requirements for the recognition of this new profession –
which is much more than a simple specialization of neighbouring professions.
Contact: s.ginger@noos.fr

Download full text, see http://www.sergeginger.net/3.html
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PSYCHODRAMA ON THE EUROPEEAN STAGE

We are glad to invite psychodrama professionals, students, people, who are interested in
psychodrama and those who wants to discover, what psychodrama is from all over the world to the

6th BALTIC MORENO DAYS ON 20th – 22nd AUGUST 2010 IN KLAIPĖDA, LITHUANIA
Baltic Moreno Days is international practical psychodrama conference. Main objectives of this
conference are to share experience, knowledge, new psychodrama methods and to spread message
about psychodrama and its use. The Baltic Moreno Conference is taking place regularly since year
2000 in one of the Baltic countries every second year.
Baltic Moreno Days’ 2010 topic is suggested by awareness, that sometimes, if we want to know
ourselves better or even re‐discover ourselves, we have to return to the past: maybe to the
childhood, maybe to some significant place, maybe to some people.
You are kindly invited to come back to your self during this Baltic Moreno Days and, if not re‐
discover, then at least discover new things in your self with psychodrama.
Baltic Moreno Days conference is organized in Lithuania for the second time. First time its topic
was “Awakening” (the 3rd Baltic Moreno Days, 2004) and it was about new beginning. Baltic Moreno
days’ 2010 topic is suggested by awareness, that sometimes, if we want to know ourselves better or
even re‐discover ourselves, we have to return to the past: maybe to the childhood, maybe to some
significant place, maybe to some people. That is why as a conference venue we choose Klaipėda city
again. Those psychodrama people, who have already been to Klaipėda in the 3rd Baltic Moreno Days,
are kindly invited come back not only to Lithuania, but also to Klaipėda and discover this city again.
These people and those who already participated in Moreno days, but not in Lithuania, we kindly
invite to return to those people whom they already know from other psychodrama meetings. And, of
course, everyone, who already lives with psychodrama as well as those, who just starting to get to
know it, we kindly invited to come back to you and, if not re‐discover, then at least discover new
things in yourselves with psychodrama.
www.psichodrama.lt/moreno
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FIRST TRANSGENERATIONAL CONFERENCE –“RECONNECTING ANCESTRAL ROOTS”
14th – 17th OCTOBER 2010, CARCAVELOS, LISBON, PORTUGAL
“No man can cause more grief than one clinging blindly to the vices of his Ancestors”
William Faulkner
The 1st Transgenerational Conference
“Reconnecting Ancestral Roots” will be held
from 14th to 17th October in Lisbon, Portugal.
Transgenerational awareness explains the
repetition of old patterns. Invisible loyalties,
family secrets, traumatic events within the family
story have a deep impact on the emotional
patterns and values of the following generations.
Freedom of choice comes from awareness
and specific rituals that help us to leave in the
past what belongs to the past and to bring
forward our vision for the future.
The conference is dedicated to the work of
healing our ancestral patterns and aims to
explore the different methods which empower
the individual to be a co‐creator of the Universe.
The future of humankind is affected by
transgenerational phenomena, which can
become destructive or constructive, depending
on how aware we become of this subtle web of
the co‐unconscious.
The co‐organisers of the conference are
Manuela Maciel from Portugal, Mark Wentworth
from the UK/Portugal and Leandra Perrotta from
Italy. When presenting at the IAGP 2009 conference
in Rome, we were inspired and somewhat
overwhelmed by the desire to know more about
how people could help heal their family patterns. It
was out of this need, combined with our passion for
this work that we came up with idea for the
forthcoming conference. We are also very pleased
to be organising this conference in association with
the IDMA ‐ International Deep Memory Association.
This will feature as the IDMA's annual conference
for 2010.
Manuela Maciel and Leandra Perrotta will
bring their wealth of experience from working
around the world with transgenerational

psychodrama to offer
us an experiential
workshop of healing
the invisible loyalties
we all hold within
the family.
Prof. Anne Ancelin
Schützenberger,
pioneer of trans‐
generational work,
will be the mentor
of our conference
and we will be honouring her as a teacher.
Roger Woolger, who will be joining us for
this conference, has been fundamental in
bridging the gap between psychology and
spirituality. His revolutionary approach and
compassion for the soul makes him a true
alchemist with the ability to turn ancestral lead
into pure family gold.
Mark Wentworth will be presenting his work
with Dynamic Theatre in connection to honouring
and celebrating our ancestral heritage.
Maurizio Gasseau, Jungian Psychodramatist
and Chair of the IAGP Psychodrama Section, will
be joining us for the theoretical panel on Trans‐
generational Transmission.
Maria Margarida Barros will bring her
shamanic and sociodramatic experience to this
conference.
“Reconnecting Ancestral Roots” will be the
first international conference on Transge‐
nerational transmission. Our wish is that by
bringing together different working modalities
we can all share in the knowledge and wisdom
of bringing peace to communities and families of
the past, present and future.
Many thanks: Manuela, Mark, Leandra
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY, DEAR MARCIA
Subject: IMG00535.jpg
From: mkarp11444@aol.com
Date: Tue, 29 Dec 2009 08:47:53 +0000
Jeannie has inspired me to get out some of my photos. Hope you like them. It starts with Kazoos,
on my birthday, April 11, 2009. The psychodrama group is in the capital city of Almatay, contact is
email: nsviridova@inbox.ru My hotel balcony over looked snow capped mountains. Kazakhstan is the
richest oil country of the other “...stans” in central Asia. In 2009 I have celebrated my birthday in Kiev
(twice), Bergama and Istanbul (Turkey), Geneva, Athens, Cluj and Garana (Romania), London (twice),
Nicosia (Cyprus), Moscow (twice), Rome, Spain, Belgium, Scotland, Helsinki, Stockholm, Glasgow,
Paris and a few others. In Cyprus, at their suggestion, it was for my “50th” but all others age 67. In
April 23 – 25, 2010 will celebrate with FEPTO colleagues at the European/Mediterranean conference
in Belgrade, Serbia. Going back to Cyprus for my 48th Birthday Therapy seems to work. People enjoy
celebrating with you. They give you orchids, amber necklaces, I can allow myself to eat chocolate in
bed for breakfast, see friends I haven't seen for ages, walk leisurely in the sunshine, take hours to
drink Moroccan mint tea at an outside table in the air, buy myself something expensive, take a
looooonnnnggggg bath, give birthday food to neighbours, to the poor, because it's... my birthday. I
can be my own “Mother Teresa” to and for myself. Even better, people around you start celebrating
theirs, even though "theirs" was 6 months ago. Fun contagion.
Sent using BlackBerry® from Orange
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NEW PSYCHODRAMA BOOKS
Dreams – From Analytical Psychology to Jungian Psychodrama
Edited by Maurizio Gasseau and Riccardo Bernardini
Dreams are a natural and spontaneous expression of the life forces of
the individual, according to Carl Gustav Jung. In other words, a dream is like
an inner theatre where the dreamer is the scene, the actor, the prompter,
the director, the author, the audience, and the critic all in one, as Jung put it.
This anthology opens up a dialogue on both sides – theory and clinical
practice – as it presents a panorama of essays by analyst‐psychologists,
dream scholars and psycho‐dramatists. These essays focus on some basic
theoretical issues in interpreting dreams and on some features of the
clinical work on dreams in individual analysis and in Jungian psychodrama
groups.
The first part of the anthology covers dreams in ancient cultures from
the incubation rites in ancient Egypt to the temples of Asclepius in the Mediterranean. The cult of
Asclepius is examined in the light of analytical psychology in as much as analytical psychology has
always found nourishment and material in comparative studies. The second part treats the
interpretation of dreams within the theory and practice of analytical psychology. It tries to answer a
number of questions. Can we posit the existence of dreams that foretell the future? How can we
work on prospective dreams, nightmares, and recurring dreams? What meaning does a series of
dreams have? How can we dialogue with dreams without taking the life out of the dream images?
The third part goes into dream work in Jungian psychodrama. It underlines the theoretical continuity
of dream work with the structures of analytical psychology and lays out the ways that different kinds
of dreams are represented, conducted, and expanded upon in groups. Available in Italian. Order:
http://www.francoangeli.it/Ricerca/Scheda_Libro.asp?ID=17094&Tipo=Libro&titolo=Il+sogno%2E+Da
lla+psicologia+analitica+allo+psicodramma+junghiano

Psychodrame: la magie du jeu ‐ Psychodrama: The Magic of the Game
Edited by: Maya Garboua et Marie‐Laure Léandri
Psychodrama at the Alfred Binet Centre: a long history.
As early as 1958, Serge Lebovici, René Diatkine and Evelyne Kestemberg
could boast themselves with ten years of practice behind them. By taking up
on some ideas of the article they published on that occasion, we propose a
discussion on the richness of the legacy that has been transmitted to us and
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the evolution of our practice. Within a period of fifty years, psychoanalytical psychodrama has
undergone a significant development and its theoretical foundations have been steadily enriched.
The indications have increased in number. What is the audience targeted by psychodrama these
days? At what point along a series of specialist consultations or institutional work does treatment
through psychodrama impose itself? Theoretical approaches, treatment summaries, reviews by
therapists and co‐therapists – all these provide us with numerous instances of transference or
counter‐transference (or counter‐transferences), of thought‐games, with relevance for psycho‐
analytical training.
As a consequence, psychoanalysis, even in this particular case, remains the only valuable guide.
Available in French. Order: http://www.decitre.fr/
Theatre of Spontaneity
J.L. Moreno
I am extremely pleased to let you know that a new edition of J.L.
Moreno’s “The Theatre of Spontaneity” is now available in print and as a
download on the www.lulu.com website!
This book was produced with the permission and support of Zerka T.
Moreno by the North‐West Psychodrama Association, UK (series editor:
Zoli Figusch, the editorial team: Jan Costa, Annot Dillon, Carl Dutton, Bernie
Hammond, Annie Huntington, Kate Kirk, and Graham Prior).
Many students, practitioners and participants around the world have
encountered Moreno’s work in action (e.g. as part of a psychodrama
workshop or training group) since he first began to explore and expound
his theories and methods. Fewer people however, may have had the
opportunity to read and think about the “words of the father” due to the limited availability of key
texts. A desire to ensure Moreno’s work is available to the widest possible audience inspired
members of the North West Psychodrama Association to work together to re‐publish the books in
this series, “The Theatre of Spontaneity” being the first one to be published. We hope by doing so J. L.
Moreno’s words will continue to reverberate across time and space: inspiring new generations of
practitioners to be as creative and spontaneous as is possible whilst managing the complexity of
modern day practice.
Zoli Figusch (series editor)
J. L. Moreno wrote books, chapters and articles about psychodrama. His writing, like the method
he pioneered, is rich and complex. Many students, practitioners and participants around the world
have encountered Moreno’s work in action; however, fewer people may have had the opportunity to
read and think about the ‘words of the father’ due to the limited availability of key texts. A desire to
ensure Moreno’s work is available to the widest possible audience inspired members of the North
West Psychodrama Association to work together to re‐publish the books in this series. We hope by
doing so J. L. Moreno’s words will continue to reverberate across time and space: inspiring new
generations of practitioners to be as creative and spontaneous as is possible whilst managing the
complexity of modern day practice.
http://www.lulu.com/content/paperback‐book/the‐theatre‐of‐spontaneity/8201706
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